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lesson 2 (page 14 of standard edition) discipling through ... - phors, similes, parables, allegories, and
other examples of creative language enable us to communicate in an understandable manner. building upon
the listener’s experiences, christ and his disciples used comparisons and illustrations that stimulated an
understanding of truth. we should, when appropriate, not be afraid to do the same. discipling through
metaphor - adult bible study guide - phors, similes, parables, allegories, and other examples of creative
language enable us to communicate in an understandable manner. building upon the listener’s experiences,
christ and his disciples used comparisons and illustrations that stimulated an understanding of truth. we
should, when appropriate, not be afraid to do the same. #1147 - the gentleness of jesus - spurgeon gems
- worthy idea of the glory of the “paradise lost” by having it presented in portions, lines and selected pas- ...
sermon #1147 the gentleness of jesus volume 19 tell someone today how much you love jesus christ. 3 3 ...
perfectly satisfied to be doing what violent spirits would call commonplace mis-sion work. when he comes up
to the feast at ... diamonds in the rough mary m. bodie - gracegod - parables of our lord were drawn from
nature. often the commonplace things of life abound in striking examples of this fact. miracles are all about us
if we have eyes to see. some of the rare and choice objects of earth most desired by mankind, are found in
unlikely places; as, for instance, silver, gold, and precious stones. 468 the pearl of great price. biblicalstudies - parables of the kingdom are all intimately related one to an other as individuals in a series;
the first six of them, indeed, may be said to pair off as they stand. at any rate, the two in question are
admittedly twins. it is allowed that the one is the complement of the other, and we are asked to believe that
this relationship #1424 - a great bargain - spurgeon gems - a great bargain sermon #1424 tell someone
today how much you love jesus christ. volume 24 2 2 brains do not work. they seem to live in one everlasting
lethargy and daydream. oh that men were wise, that they were thoughtful! happy was the preacher who knew
that he was addressing himself to a thor-oughly intelligent, thoughtful congregation. john in the company of
poets - muse.jhu - illustrations of jesus address us, drawing us into the struggle to taste and see and
understand. john writes at the close of his gospel that he has drawn into sequence some of the “signs” that
jesus performed precisely for this pur - pose. jesus said and did many things, he writes, “but these have been
written the expository times. - biblicalstudies - illustrations come out well. they are from the monuments,
some of them very familiar, but in this place most convenient. there are also some maps. it is an old-fashioned
idea; but whereas the illustrations in old pocket bibles were fanciful and sometimes fearful to look upon, these
are accurate and often illuminating.
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